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Gay culture has long been infatuated with the spectacle of gays reading. By reading, I 

mean not the vernacular—not the RuPaulian decree, the library is open—but rather the 

ritual of staging solidarity through the act of reading. The ritual can be conspicuous. 

Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home is partly an extended meditation on this trope. The graphic 

memoir features a number of panels focused on what Bechdel was reading while coming 

out, from a plot-pivoting gift of Colette’s Earthly Paradise to an image of Adrienne Rich’s 

Dream of a Common Language flung to the edge of her bed midcoitus. The wink of the 

nested allusion has a natural affinity with a camp sense of humor, as when Antoni 

Porowski from Queer Eye glides on screen in a t-shirt displaying four stacked names, 

“Jude &/JB &/Willem &/Malcolm”—characters from Hanya Yanagihara’s great gay novel 

A Little Life (2015). Melissa Homestead has shown how these genealogies have taken the 

form of private exchange too, as in Willa Cather’s 1908 Christmas gift to Edith Lewis, 

Sarah Orne Jewett’s The Mate of the Daylight, and Friends Ashore, a book Jewett had 

dedicated to Annie Fields upon publication in 1883. In Circulating Queerness, Natasha 

Hurley proposes that this connection between sexual identity and scenes of gay reading, 

far from being an effect of LGBT liberation, begins gathering momentum in the 

nineteenth century. More fundamentally, Circulating Queerness demonstrates that the 

circulation and collection of literature exhibiting same-sex desire provided a foundation 

for the rise of modern sexuality. Across an array of readerships, centered on writers as 

diverse as Melville, Stoddard, Jewett, and Stein, Hurley shows that these scenes of 

reading are constitutive and creative, at once a performative homecoming and a fresh 

enunciation of self-recognition. 

 

Circulating Queerness makes an excellent case for the necessity of tracking a genealogy of 

modern sexuality through networks of queer readers. Beginning with a reconsideration 

of Emily Dickinson’s lines, “Tell all the Truth but tell it slant— / Success in Circuit lies,” 

Hurley emphasizes that Dickinson’s famous metaphor for indirection encapsulates the 

value of circulation as a method for studying the textual space of social change. In the 

history of homosexuality, a focus on circulation advantageously eschews debates over 

the chronological demarcation of sexuality as an identity, in order to promote an unfixed 

model for following the dynamic material networks that writers, reviewers, 

correspondents, and readers forged in quotidian interactions. This model offers an 

intuitive answer to the question of how sexual orientation came to be understood as a 

property of the self. Hurley shows that this was hardly an abstract phenomenon: within 

the sphere of nineteenth-century US letters, people understood sexuality as a subjective 
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property because sexuality genuinely materialized in a world of revered possessions, 

which became framed as literary predecessors in retrospect. In Hurley’s words, “A focus 

on literary circulation also allows us to see the extent to which the production of what 

now seems so clearly to be queer literary consciousness in American literature may have 

been an effect of literary cultural practices . . . without actually being the goal of any 

particular authors or writerly subculture” (9). 

 

In arguing that queer subjectivity is intrinsically curatorial, Hurley builds upon Ann 

Cvetkovich’s argument in An Archive of Feelings (2003) that the trauma accumulated in 

histories of LGBTQ persecution has been deeply generative. Hurley’s argument also 

echoes Samaine Lockwood’s proposition in Archives of Desire (2015) that New England 

women regionalists of the late nineteenth century wrote from the perspective of a queerly 

“intimate historicism,” defined by “the sweat and ecstasy involved in the project of 

making history.” Yet rather than highlighting the concept of the archive, Hurley proposes 

a focus on shared practices of anthologizing. This emphasis on an anthological drive is 

used to account for the relationship between literary circulation and the formation of 

community as based on acts of selection, consolidation, and recombination, not just of 

acquisition and accumulation. 

 

The concept of the anthology gestures less to a strict genre in this sense and more to a 

capacious relational mode. On the one hand, the breadth of Hurley’s definition begs the 

question of whether anthology is the right term for the phenomenon under scrutiny. The 

anthology is a charged genre after all, associated with canon-making, representational 

hierarchies, pedagogical uniformity, and, most problematically, a fixity of selection. 

Noting the canon-making function of the anthology, Barbara Mujica has distinguished it 

from more haphazard compilations of diverse, contemporaneous material, such as 

medieval Spanish cancioneros or early modern English miscellany (see also Barbara 

Benedict’s 1996 Making the Modern Reader). In their 2017 study of anthologies of women’s 

poetry from the 1840s, Jennifer Putzi and Alexandra Socarides contend that the anthology 

form played a significant role, however paradoxically, in ensuring the erasure from the 

literary record of many of their featured poets. By condensing the complex, varied 

landscape of women’s poetry into a collectible, gendered persona, these anthologies 

inadvertently “collapsed” the verse therein “into one kind of dismissible production.” 

Yet these less savory connotations of the genre actually serve Hurley’s purposes in 

selecting the anthology as a signifier for the gradual condensation in which Circulating 

Queerness is interested. Hurley underscores not only the satisfaction of elaborating the 

possibilities of queer community through habits of collection and shared reading but also 

the coextensive effects of expurgation, neglect, and loss by which modern sexuality 

became codified. 
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These contradictory functions of anthologizing as a central mechanism in the history of 

sexuality resonate with Leah Price’s seminal analysis of the form. While it is clear that the 

anthology has been a primary tool of canon-making and exclusion, Price reminds us that 

“[a]nthologies are more than a referendum. They determine not simply who gets 

published or what gets read, but who reads, and how.” Explored as a method for the 

formation of social and political community, the anthology operates equally in Hurley’s 

account as an ongoing practice of remembrance and recuperation, in which queer 

consciousness becomes intelligible only in dialogue with textual precursors, combined to 

infuse present collectivity with an instructive backstory. Citing early examples like 

Edward Carpenter’s Ioläus: An Anthology of Friendship (1902) and Edward Prime-

Stevenson’s The Intersexes (1908), Hurley notes that the compulsion to compile literal 

anthologies of gay literature commences almost immediately with the advent of the 

homosexual’s nominal familiarity. What makes Hurley’s book so important is how it 

demonstrates that an anthologizing impulse needs to be tracked across several preceding 

decades in the nineteenth century as imaginative genealogies of queer belonging began 

to congeal long before taxonomic consensus was reached.  

 

An additional contribution of Circulating Queerness is its ambition to explain the rise of 

the gay novel. A study of sexuality as circulation illuminates the rise of a coalescing 

readership in advance of this subgenre’s ascent. Situating the book’s chronology ahead 

of Roger Austen’s 1977 study of the gay novel in the US, Hurley proposes that the 

intertextual exchanges of writers who did not explicitly identify as queer, yet whose 

writing encouraged the organization of readerships who did, effectively generated a 

market that would apply novelistic conventions to the subjective drama of crystallizing 

social types. Reassembling the early networks of selection by which these reading publics 

emerged functions further as a means of accounting for “the recursive evolutionary 

process by which circulation over time helps minor characters develop into types of 

protagonists,” which slowly shift from “flat types” to “central characters with complex 

interiorities” (6).  

 

Hurley’s method feels both current and original, synthesizing seemingly discrepant 

qualities of Heather Love’s Feeling Backward (2009) and José Esteban Muñoz’s Cruising 

Utopia (2009), while also integrating our understanding of queer historiography with the 

growing body of scholarship on description. Circulating Queerness takes a firm stance on 

the backward-feeling orientation of gay subjectivity, less in its preoccupation with loss, 

however, than in its ceaseless anthological drive toward curation. Hurley’s is the 

solidarity of the shelf, the cluttered shrine, and the playlist. In these assemblages reside 

the symptoms of the pleasure we take in diagnostic enumeration. The optimism of 

Circulating Queerness lies in the proliferating connections that follow from this tradition. 

Hurley asserts that the urge to locate oneself within an infinitely unfolding queer 
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anthology corresponds to an indispensable mode of queer world-making, always a 

“powerful, multi-tentacled beast of a fantasy in its execution” (xviii). Doing the history 

of homosexuality in these terms does justice to the “ineluctable appeal of taxonomies” 

underlying its logic (xviii), which, beyond failing us in their inaccuracies, testify to the 

magnetically incomplete task of describing their contents. 
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